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connecting with men through text
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Hi! My name is Iona and I am a self-love and dating coach that helps single women find a soul
satisfying, passionate and long-term relationship.
I help them find the real deal.
Many of my clients come to me unsure of how to communicate with men, especially through text.
This book is dedicated to them.
How much time have you spent analysing texts from men? Even if it’s just a simple “Can’t wait to
see you xx”. Those xx’s at the end of a text can send someone wondering where the relationship is
headed.
In an age where one word or x can change the tone and the entire meaning of your message,
texting is a little like stepping into a dating minefield. - one message sent can determine the
course of your relationship.
More often than not, dating starts with flirtatious texts and witty banter. If you struggle with
knowing what to text to create connection with men or if you’re wondering why he isn’t texting
you, you’ve come to the right place.
I have to preface this book but noting that texting is only one part of flirting and dating. The best
relationships come from a place of self love and understanding of the other sex. If you want to
explore this further, I recommend downloading a few of my freebies.
To create a mindset primed to attract love, check out:
Mindset Makeover Mini Course [Course]

To learn about the secrets to attraction and charm, check out:
3c’s to Creating Connection with Men [Audio]
To understand men and online dating, check out:
What He Said: Online Dating Edition [Ebook]
To learn how I went from single to engaged in 12 months, check out:
Single to Engaged [Video]
If there is one thing I know for sure, it’s that we are all capable and deserving of the love we crave.
Sometimes it just takes the simple act of realising that to open your heart. I hope these tips will
help you find the love you’re looking for.
Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!
p.s. If you liked this book and think others would enjoy it, can you leave me a review here? If you
didn’t like it, I’d love to know why. You can send all feedback to iona (@) 30everafter.com .
Love,
Iona

Chapter 2: The mindset you need before you send that text

There was a time where I’d panic every time a guy I really liked texted me. Frozen by fear of
looking stupid or screwing up (again), I’d stew over what to text back. I’d google, ask girlfriends
for advice and spent hours writing and re-writing my reply. I was a total stress case. If a guy texted
me, I’d freak out. If he didn’t text me, I’d also freak out. There was no winning.
If you’ve read any of my other stuff, you will know - our thoughts are powerful. My fear based
thoughts - thoughts about whether I would meet someone special affected my ability to connect
with men - even if it was just over text.
It wasn’t that I didn’t know how to text…it was that I was so afraid I’d never meet anyone, I would
try so hard with the men I met, even if they were quite right for me. My fears were influencing the
way I communicated online AND offline.
What I’m getting to is this - I can teach you everything I know about texting to help you
communicate with men but if you don’t go into dating with the right mindset - no amount of
scripts and tricks will help you find the relationship you desire.

The key to finding your ideal relationship is so much more than texting. Texting is one small part in
finding and creating a relationship.
Many women I work with often tell me they have trouble communicating with men but when we
dig deeper, it’s actually their mindset and lack of confidence that’s blocking them. It’s also their
perception of what a relationship should be and the kind of relationship they think they deserve.
So what I’m about to share with you will show you how to communicate with men via text but if
you’re looking to attract the ideal relationship, there are other pieces you’ll need to learn especially mindset.
Throughout this book, we’ll go through different scenarios that are tricky to work through over text
but my general rule of thumb is, when in doubt - check into your mindset and emotions. Are you
sending that text when you’re angry or annoyed? Because those feelings will show up in your text
and interactions, regardless of how much you try to suppress them.

Chapter 3: Texting etiquette and the texts you need to stop sending

Before we go into actual scenarios, I’m going to go over some basic texting etiquette, common
courtesies most people forget.
Time your texts
Unless it’s an emergency or a booty call (which is not something you do if you want a committed
relationship), you should avoid sending texts late night. There are several reasons for this:
He’s probably sleeping. Not everyone sleeps with the ring/text tone off. Don’t be the one to ruin a
good night’s sleep.
It gives off an impression that you might be up for something more.
It leaves a little mystery, especially in the early stages of your relationship.
2. Don’t take days to reply

*

Have you ever been at a loss for words when texting a guy? You're about to discover
the tried and tested texts to send to a guy in the most common dating scenarios. I've
coached hundreds of women through tricky texting situations and have helped them
connect with men on a deeper and meaningful level.
In the past few months, I've picked up even more texting tips and launched the
second edition of the Ultimate Guide to Texting Men.

Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn
- What to text him when you want him to take you out
- What to text him when you want to see more of him without sounding too needy or
clingy
- What xx's at the end of texts mean
- What to do when you're disappointed that he's cancelled your date...again
- My #1 fail-proof method to texting men
- The 5 texts men LOVE to receive from you (as told by men)
- Texting tips he wish you knew
The foundation of every good relationship starts with communication and this should
not be ignored in any communication platform.
Maybe you've engaged in a texting marathon and now your relationship is stuck in
texting limbo. You want him to ask you out or even give you a call but you don't know
how to say it? In this Ultimate Guide to Texting, I've teamed up with top quality men to
create texts you can send in the most common dating scenarios - for all those times
you want to be flirty and confident but am not sure how.
People who have bought this say:
&#x22;The guide to texting men really changed my perception about texting guys. I
would normally just speak my mind without thinking about how they would receive the
message and how it would make them feel. I now know from reading the book that
that's where I was going wrong. I applied this to a real-life scenario recently when a
guy texted me and cancelled on me last minute. At first I was annoyed and I wanted
him to know I was disappointed but I remembered from reading the book that it is not
WHAT you say but HOW you say it. So, I simply shifted the tone and language of the
message to be understanding and empathetic but subtly letting him know I was
disappointed. He responded really well and we organised another night! I feel so
much more confident texting men now. Safe to say it's my texting bible!&#x22; Brianna
&#x22;This book offers so many interesting real-life examples and actionable tips on
how to nail the texting game. It's an awesome read regardless of whether you're
single or in a relationship.&#x22; - Jen
Want him to ask you out? or maybe your guy takes ages to respond to a text and you
want to tell him it's not on with you. How do you communicate your standards as a
high value woman without sounding bossy, needy or pushy?
In this ultimate guide to texting, you will have access to all 'man-approved' scripts you
can use to get through the early stages of dating and communicate what you want.
This book is for you if...
- you want to know exactly how to handle awkward texting situations
- you're looking for fool proof tips to ensure you communicate your messages with
clarity
- you want to gain the confidence to flirt and create connection (even if it's through
text)
- want to know how to turn online text matches into offline dates
- you are finally ready to take the guess work out of texting

- you want access to tons of freebies I offer within the book (freebies that not only
help you communicate better with men but also freebies to help you identify the things
that may be sabotaging your love life.
As founder of 30everafter.com, I've been helping single women around the world for
years to help them find the relationship they crave. My work has been seen on
Yahoo!, Daily Telegraph, Huffington Post, Body + Soul and many more publications.
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